Learning to Recognize Affective Body Postures
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Abstract — Robots are assuming an increasingly important role in our society. They now become pets and help support children healing. In other words, they are now used to entertain an active and affective communication with human agents. However, up to now, such systems have primarily relied on the human agents’ ability to empathize with the system. Changes in the behavior of the system could therefore result in changes of mood or behavior in the human partner. But current systems do not seem to react to users, or only in clearly pre-defined ways. In that sense, current systems miss the bi-directionality typical to human social interaction. Social interaction is characterized by a multi-channel communication, in which each actor captures and reacts to signals by the other actor. To this aim, a computer or a robot has to be able to capture and interpret signals sent by the human partner in order to achieve social interaction. One of the most important channels of communication is physical interaction. The body is used to interpret the affective state of an interlocutor. This paper describes experiments we carried out to study the importance of body language in affective communication. The results of the experiments led us to develop a system that can incrementally learn to recognize affective states from body postures.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Robots are assuming an increasingly important role in our society. They now become pets and help support children healing. In other words, they are now used to entertain an active and affective communication with human agents. The dog-shaped robot, AIBO, [1] is used as an amusement toy and PARO [2] is a seal-like robot developed to help the healing process of infants in a hospital environment. These robots express emotions through various communication channels. For example, when caressed, PARO will show pleasure by raising its head, while AIBO will move its tail when it sees its owner.

During interaction, humans go beyond the messages exchanged verbally. They interpret such messages and decide on appropriate reactions by looking at other clues sent through other modalities. The same verbal message can assume different meanings, depending on contingent voice tone, facial expression or body posture. Studies show that body language is the main means of communication. Vinayagamoorthy et al. [3] claimed that nonverbal communication is important and amounts to up to 93% of communication and that 55% of it consists of body language while 38% is expressed through tone of voice. Individual communication style, behaviors, attitudes, motivation, and personality are all culturally dependent [4]. For example, American people tend to express emotion more openly than Japanese people [5].

Many researchers have been trying to examine the relation between emotion and nonverbal cues [6][7][8][9]. In the same vein of work as [9], researchers are explicitly exploiting the empathy of human caretakers for the human-like characteristics of the system and are trying to identify the causes for this empathy. This is achieved by codifying expressions to represent some emotional state. The robots often do not have any real learning capability, besides hard-wired evolution. These studies also investigate the effects of changes in the system on the behavior of the human caretaker. Suzuki et al. [10] tried to maximize the interaction by embedding artificial emotions into a robot. Its emotional state dynamically changes according to a result of competition within its four internal emotional states (i.e., happy, angry, tranquil, and melancholic), and its states are exhibited through lights, music, and behaviors. Greta [11] is a conversational agent able to converse with the user by exhibiting synchronized and coherent verbal and nonverbal behavior. The agent has a personality and a social role (information delivery), and it expresses emotions through facial expressions.

In those systems, affective behaviors are hence mainly passive, and the system’s ability to react to its human partner’s emotion is generally very limited or missing, resulting in a social interaction that fails over time. Indeed, over the long run, habituation takes place – the human partner gets bored – because the system does not seem to react to the user, or only in clearly stereotypical ways. In that sense, current systems miss the bi-directionality and/or unpredictability typical of human social interaction.

Various studies have been carried out to create computational models of the relation between signal and affective state. Fukuda and Kostov [12] developed a simplified human-based Emotional Model based on Wavelet/Cepstrum techniques for
emotion extraction from a human voice. A system [13] was created that can recognize emotional and para-linguistic communication by combining facial expressions and voice.

Suggested by [14], a different line of research exploits information from physiological cues to detect and react to emotions. For example, pulse, galvanic skin response, temperature, and blood pressure can be measured by sensors to understand changes in the affective state of the human. A car model showing such abilities has been recently launched by Toyota [15]. This car detects potentially dangerous emotional states in the driver by performing physiological measurements and by subsequently reacting appropriately to quiet him/her down.

Meanwhile, little attention has been placed on the visual signals to be extracted from body posture. Dance and choreographic studies [16] have shown that it is a powerful and frequently used means of communication. In this paper we describe our experiments to study the importance of body language in social communication. In particular, we focus on studying the features of body postures that are responsible for a given affective meaning. The results of these experiments led to the development of a computational system with the ability to incrementally learn to recognize affective messages conveyed by body postures. The modeling process is seen as a categorization process where affective messages are grounded on the description of body postures. The set of categories and body postures is not predefined but it is incrementally learnt as it is presented to the system. This approach may reflect the human learning process. In addition, it allows for associating a same affective category to various body postures. This is an important feature because body language varies between cultures, sub-cultures and even between persons within the same sub-culture [17].

The paper is organized as follows. At first, we report on our experiments. Then, we describe in detail the architecture we have developed. Finally, we conclude with preliminary experimental results of the affective categorization process.

II. BODY POSTURE FEATURES AND THEIR AFFECTIVE MESSAGES

An interesting aspect of body language is that it does not take body structural similarities between agents for successful interaction to occur. Humans can read affective body language in bodies that are not human-like. Accordingly, the modeling of affective body language in robots is very interesting because it requires going beyond pure recognition of the posture to explore a more general mapping. Studies, on dancing motions [16][18] in particular, have shown that a movement conveys a different affective message when its features, e.g. its spatial dimensions, are modified. Other studies, such as described in [19], have shown that the same motion was accepted with different degrees of naturalness if its features, such as speed, were changed. These studies have been performed on non-anthropomorphic bodies, demonstrating the extent of humans' ability to empathize to non-human systems.

In this study, we carried out preliminary experiments to understand how humans recognize affective postures. Specifically, we aimed at identifying the features of body language that lead an observer to associate an emotional state to a given posture or motion. To this end, we created two avatars with the same human-like body but with movements having different degrees of freedom. While the first avatar could perform human-like motions, the second had restricted abilities. We modeled the second avatar by implementing the same number of degrees of freedom as in the robot used in the project. This avatar could not bend nor cross its arms, and neither could it incline its head. Facial expressions were not used so as to focus only on body motion. The two avatars could be animated by using key-framing and inverse kinematics.
selected to evaluate the posture of both avatars. We selected five emotional states: happy, sad, angry, tantrum, and scared. For each emotion, we prepared three variations of the same animation. The variations were based on modifications of the following features: speed, symmetry and amplitude. The same animations were reproduced with the robot-like avatar by reducing the number of degrees of freedom according to its motion abilities. In a questionnaire, the subjects were asked to:

- describe the affective state conveyed by each animation.
- identify a context or a situation that could have caused the affective state.
- evaluate the intelligibility of the affective state on a 5 degree scale (from very easy (1) to very difficult (5) to understand).
- identify the most relevant features of each animation with respect to the conveyed affective state.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Animation</th>
<th>Labels</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Sp</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anim. a</td>
<td>angry (3) irritate (2) impatien (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anim. b</td>
<td>tantrum (1) selfish (3) spoiled child (2) sacred (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anim. c</td>
<td>happy (2) joyful (4) elated (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anim. d</td>
<td>scared (2) tired (1) impatien (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anim. e</td>
<td>sad (2) hopeless (2) tired (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLE I

The table summarizes subjects’ observations. The first column lists the labels used by the subjects, and the label frequency is reported in brackets. The motion features are: C = Complexity, I = Irregularity, S = Symmetry, Sp = Speed, A = Amplitude, R = Rigidity. The arrows indicate if the feature was considered, in average, as necessary (✓), not desired (✗) or irrelevant (–).

#### A. Results and Discussion

The irritated-angry animation (see Figure 1-(a)) consisted of an avatar, with crossed arms and the head slightly upward, repeatedly tapping the ground with its foot. The set of irritated-angry animations differed only in the speed of tapping. Even if the animations could be recognized by the position assumed by the upper body, some subjects argued that the motion abilities. In a questionnaire, the subjects were asked to:

- describe the affective state conveyed by each animation.
- identify a context or a situation that could have caused the affective state.
- evaluate the intelligibility of the affective state on a 5 degree scale (from very easy (1) to very difficult (5) to understand).
- identify the most relevant features of each animation with respect to the conveyed affective state.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Animation</th>
<th>Labels</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Sp</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>R</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anim. a</td>
<td>angry (3) irritate (2) impatien (2)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anim. b</td>
<td>tantrum (1) selfish (3) spoiled child (2) sacred (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anim. c</td>
<td>happy (2) joyful (4) elated (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anim. d</td>
<td>scared (2) tired (1) impatien (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anim. e</td>
<td>sad (2) hopeless (2) tired (1)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I summarizes the observations made by the subjects on each animation. The first column lists the labels used by the subjects when classifying the affective state conveyed by each animation. The number in brackets indicates the number of subjects that used such label. From the user’s observations, we identified as relevant the following motion features: Complexity (C), Irregularity (I), Symmetry (S), Speed (Sp), Amplitude (A), Rigidity (R). The arrows indicate if the features were, on average, considered by the subjects as necessary (✓), irrelevant (–) or not desired (✗). The complexity feature refers to the number of body parts that were involved in the motion. It was observed that, in some cases, the simplification of the body movement was making the recognition of the affective state more difficult. The speed feature was pointed out as important in the case of the angry and sad animations. In the first case, a slow tapping of the foot was perceived as a rhythmical accompanying movement. Symmetry and irregularity were
(CALM) [20], that can self-organize inputs into categories. A CALM network consists of several CALM modules. While the topology of a CALM architecture is fixed, connections between modules are learnt. When most artificial networks suffer from a variety of problems like a lack of speed, lack of stability, inability to learn either with or without supervision, inability to both distinguish between new and old information and generalize over patterns, CALM has improved upon these deficiencies by incorporating structural and functional constraints related to the modular structure of both the human brain and its information processing, such as modularity and organization with excitatory and inhibitory connections.

The idea of modular architecture leads to an increased stability of representations and a reduced interference by subsequent learning because of the reduced plasticity. CALM has an attentional control mechanism that is sensitive to the novelty of the input pattern. It also has two learning modes, namely elaboration learning mode and activation learning mode. Elaboration learning is used to learn new information and quickly create new categories. Activation learning is used to preserve the memory of old information by strengthening existing associations.

The MM module maps the posture description vector into an emotional label. The emotional label is used by the ATM module to select the action to be performed. Our current ATM module selects and plays pieces of music to trigger a mood transition in the partner. The choice of the piece of music is based on a desired transition (which we can call motivation or goal) and a personal mood-transition model. This model will be described elsewhere. To improve its performance, the POEM system can receive two types of feedback from its user. The first type of feedback is verbal feedback and is sent by the user directly to the MM module to explicitly indicate the correct emotional label when the MM outputs the wrong label. The second type of feedback is postural feedback and corresponds to changes in the user’s body posture as a reaction to the musical piece. The POEM system can hence check if the mood transition was the one predicted by the transition model endowed into the ATM module.

In the next section, we focus on the description of the MM module for the incremental learning of affective postures.

IV. CATEGORIZATION PROCESS

The mapping of posture features into emotional labels can be seen as a categorization problem. We propose to use an association network, called Categorizing and Learning module (CALM) [20], that can self-organize inputs into categories. A CALM network consists of several CALM modules. While the topology of a CALM architecture is fixed, connections between modules are learnt. When most artificial networks suffer from a variety of problems like a lack of speed, lack of stability, inability to learn either with or without supervision, inability to both distinguish between new and old information and generalize over patterns, CALM has improved upon these deficiencies by incorporating structural and functional constraints related to the modular structure of both the human brain and its information processing, such as modularity and organization with excitatory and inhibitory connections.

The idea of modular architecture leads to an increased stability of representations and a reduced interference by subsequent learning because of the reduced plasticity. CALM has an attentional control mechanism that is sensitive to the novelty of the input pattern. It also has two learning modes, namely elaboration learning mode and activation learning mode. Elaboration learning is used to learn new information and quickly create new categories. Activation learning is used to preserve the memory of old information by strengthening existing associations.

III. SCENARIO

A video camera captures a human made expressive posture and sends it to the computational system. The system analyses and maps the posture into an emotional label. The recognized emotion can be further used, according to the motivation or goal of the system, to select an appropriate reaction, e.g. to play a specific piece of music to change the user’s state. Figure 2 depicts the architecture of our POrtuse-Emotion Mapping (POEM) system. The architecture consists of 3 main modules: the Posture Feature Detection module (PFDM), the Mood Mapping module (MM), and the Affective Transition Modeling module (ATM).

To facilitate the study of the relation between posture and emotion, we used a small humanoid robot (see Figure 3-a) whose joints have been color marked. The robot’s expressive posture is captured by the video camera, and the image is sent to the PFDM module. The PFDM, using image processing algorithms, outputs a vector of values that describes the captured posture. The posture description process is depicted in Figure 3. To overcome problems associated with zooming, the values are normalized using the distance between the centroids of the gesture and for effectively conveying an affective state. Rigidity not only resulted in the motion being effectively seen as unnatural but also decreased the intelligibility of the affective state.

We computed the average intelligibility values associated by each subject to each animation of the first avatar. The average values were: angry 1.43, tantrum 2.69, happy 1.86, scared 2.57 and sad 2.00. The angry, happy, and sad animations showed to be, on average, easy to recognize, while scared and tantrum animations showed to be more ambiguous. Instead, motions of the robot-like avatar were generally considered as awkward. One explanation of this phenomenon is that of expectation. Because the robot-like avatar had a human-like body, subjects were expecting human-like motions. We believe that motions would have been better accepted if the avatar body had been more robot-like.
As shown in Figure 4, a CALM module consists of four types of nodes: representation nodes (R-nodes), veto-nodes (V-nodes), arousal node (A-node), and external node (E-node). The number of R-nodes and V-nodes equals the number of inputs to the module. Information is sent to the R-nodes from other modules and the R-nodes activate the V-nodes and the A-node. The V-nodes receive activations from all R-nodes and inhibit other V-nodes, all R-nodes, and the A-node to trigger competition inside a module.

The amount of activation of the A-node indicates the novelty of the input pattern and determines the level of competition. A new input pattern triggers high competition to create a more stable representation, but a familiar input pattern triggers a decrease in competition. The A-node also determines the activation of the E-node. The E-node sends random activation pulses to all R-nodes to select one winning R-node. In the event of a deadlock, the E-node also controls the learning rate in a module as a function of the activation of the A-node. The E-node changes to a high learning rate for a new input pattern, and to a low learning rate for old input patterns. By adjusting the learning rate, the inter-weights are modified so that the CALM architecture ensures the long term storage of the pattern.

V. MOOD MAPPING MODULE: CAPTURING EMOTIONAL STATES

The Mood Mapping module consists of a CALM network whose topology is described in Figure 5. It has 1 input module, 3 internal modules, 1 output module, and 1 feedback module. The input module has 16 R-nodes. They are fed with the posture description vector. The internal modules are of different sizes. The output module corresponds to the set of emotion categories that can be recognized. The output module initially has only 2 R-nodes but it is incrementally grown as new categories are introduced. We use a modified version of CALM proposed by [21]. It includes a feedback module to supervise the learning process. During the learning phase, the feedback module forces the categorization when the system produces a wrong output.

The learning process uses a short term memory of 10 patterns corresponding to the last 10 posture descriptions learnt. Every time the MM module learns a new posture-emotion relation, it also rehearses the patterns in the short term memory. The new pattern is then added to the short term memory and the oldest pattern is removed. In other words, the mapping system incrementally learns new pattern-emotion relations and at the same time reinforces its closest past experiences without completely forgetting the oldest ones.

A. Experimental Results

We tested the Mood Mapping module with 108 images involving affective postures. The set included 36 different postures for each type of affective state, i.e. happy, angry and sad postures. The 108 images were split into two sets: 54 were
was related to a cumulated recognition percentage of each category. After a few learning steps, only one category (sad) emerges, and every posture is mapped onto that category. After a few more steps, the system started to discriminate between two simultaneous categories, sad and happy. This is highlighted by the decrease of the recognition curve of the sad category and the increase of the recognition curve of the happy category. Soon after, the module recognized the presence of the third category (angry). As a result, the recognition curve of sad shows an oscillating trend (indicating competition), while the angry curve started to increase (successful discrimination). The learning process for the 54 images required about 1000 steps to reach the stop condition, i.e. all patterns were recognized correctly upon 2 consecutive presentations.

We tested the trained CALM network on the 54 posture descriptions of the testing set. Only 1 error occurred: the posture was related to a sad emotion but was classified as angry by the model.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

One original aspect of this project resides in its treatment of communication. Namely, we see human-machine communication as a multi-modal language where words (expressed in any modality) contain instances of affective categories that emerge from competitive signals describing the body posture of a human subject. A system can be considered to be capable of affective communication when (a) it has the ability to associate a certain modal message to an affective message or state, and (b) it has the ability to convey, through one or many modalities, an affective state or message. In this respect, one expected result of our study is a clarification of the characteristics of the body language modality as a means for emotional communication, and how the emergence of affective categories could be an active actor in the interaction with the human. The ability to recognize emotions is a requirement for social interaction to take place. Up to now, body language has not really been explored, with the focus put on voice and facial expressions. To increase the complexity of the possible postures to be modeled, we are now exploiting motion features by analyzing data acquired with a 3D motion capture system using 38 sensors. By shifting to human generated motions (rather than robot), we are ready to consider the time dimensions and the related motion features already detected as relevant in our preliminary experiments.
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